The amniotic membrane tissue in PROKERA®
products, which is preserved using the
Company’s proprietary CryoTek® processing
method to ensure the tissue retains its full
biologic activity, has natural therapeutic actions
that help damaged eye surfaces heal. PROKERA®
products provide faster and more effective
healing of the cornea with less pain, scarring and
inflammation, leading to clear corneas and
improved clinical outcomes.

PROKERA Membrane

Nova Eye Care
Insertion and removal of the PROKERA device is
a fast and easy process for our doctors. It involves
simply numbing the eye and sliding the
membrane onto the eye with plenty of
lubricating drops.
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PROKERA® biologic corneal bandage devices are
used by eye doctors around the world to heal and
treat eye diseases such as keratitis, common dry
eye, recurrent corneal erosions, filamentary
keratitis,
persistent
epithelial
defects,
neurotrophic corneas, herpetic ulcers, and many
other ocular surface diseases

For more information about PROKER see
www.alaskadryeyecenter.com

What is PROKERA?

Where does the amniotic
membrane come from?

PROKERA is a therapeutic device used by eye
doctors around the world to protect, repair and
damage eye surfaces. PROKERA is made by
clipping a piece of amniotic membrane tissues in
between two rings made out of a clear, flexible
material.

The placentas used to prepare PROKERA are
donated by consenting mothers after cesarean
sections (C-section) births. Mothers that donate
are fully informed, have healthy lifestyles, and
are tested against infections disease prior to
donation.

Healing on the Ocular Surface
What does PROKERA do?
Helps the eye heal:

What is amniotic membrane
tissues?
Amniotic membrane is part of the placenta. It is
the tissue closest to the baby throughout
development in the womb. Amniotic membrane
protects the baby from any harm and it has
natural therapeutic actions which help the baby
develop. This tissue has healing properties that
aid in ocular surface repair.

The amniotic membrane tissue in PROKERA has
natural therapeutic actions that help damaged
eye surfaces heal. Eyes treated with PROKERA
have quicker healing, less pain, less scarring, and
less inflammation.

Protects the eye surface:
The amniotic membrane in PROKERA is thin and
clear like the tissue on the surface of your eye
and protects your eye’s damages tissue while
inserted.

What does PROKERA treat?
PROKERA is used by eye doctors all over the
world to treat eye diseases such as Keratitis,
corneal scars, chemical burns, corneal defects,
partial limbal stem cell deficiency and many
other ocular surface diseases with inflammation.
Chemical burn before
PROKERA treatment.

Chemical burn after
PROKERA treatment.

Corneal scar before
PROKERA treatment.

Corneal scar after
PROKERA treatment.

Is PROKERA safe?
PROKERA is a safe, effective
treatment provided by a tissue
bank regulated by the FDA. The
tissue has passed many quality
control tests before it is provided
to your doctor. Ask one of our
doctors if you are concerned
about the risks involved with
using a human tissue.

